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Abstract 
While allocating funds to education sector, governments do not pay much attention and reallocate funds towards different levels 
of education irrespective of keeping stage of development of economy of their country in mind which usually make education 
expensive or out of reach of common man. The correlation between percentage of government funds spent on education and 
literacy rate was checked and found weakly positive. Earlier researches show that the correlation is moderated by culture, poverty 
and gender gap. 
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1. Introduction 
In 2010, Higher Education Commission of Pakistan was in trouble and 75 universities (some say 72 universities 
and others report above 70 universities) went on strike of which one reason was that funds for scholars were seized 
and university funds were reduced. Universities rebelled that and decided to increase fees but then the issue was 
resolved with some settlement. 
 During that issue, students were really worried that they may not be able to go for higher education. That issue 
jolted the whole nation and raised many questions. Could universities not operate without help in terms of funds of 
Government? Are the universities of such calibre that external funds don’t support students to study in these 
universities of Pakistan? What about those students who couldn’t get visa or women who fortunately get permission 
for getting higher education but unfortunately do not get permission of going abroad? If Government is not spending 
funds on higher education then have they increased funds for primary and secondary education? Are Pakistani 
institutions not self sufficient enough that they cannot produce quality educated persons without Government 
support? Will education become so much expensive that it will become out of reach of common man? Will 
education become luxury or still will remain necessity? 
In Pakistan, education is getting out of reach of common man and job market has raised eligibility requirement 
standards. This increase in eligibility criteria is not mainly because of increasing job demands but because of 
imbalance of demand and supply which is result of recession. In that situation when government seizes funds for 
higher education, it means that it is risking youth’s future. In some poor countries, democratic government, due to 
electoral reasons increase government spending on education (primary and secondary education). In developing 
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countries, governments reallocate educational funds from primary level to secondary and higher education. The 
reason beyond is that private educational institutions become more deep rooted than public institutions; give higher 
standard education whereas people also prefer private educational institutions over public institutions. So the focus 
of government shifts to higher education. In fully developed countries, their reallocation move towards increasing 
research in higher education. In our country, where primary, secondary as well as higher education need government 
support, the issue was, why government seized funds? This research paper is supposed to check that whether 
government spending on education has some worth or is it just another electoral tool to get votes. If it has some 
worth  then  we  can  focus  on  it  and  make  education  in  the  reach  of  common  man.  In  this  research  paper,  the  
correlation of government funds for education and literacy rate will be checked. 
2. Literature Review 
In economics, the literacy rate is the proportion of the population over the age of fifteen that can read and write. 
Some governments are spending on education to increase their literacy rate. We do not find much research on the 
public spending policy but it is widely believed that electoral competition influences public spending decisions. 
Stasvage established an argument that game-theoretical model gets involved when public spending decision comes 
which has also prompted African government to spend more on primary education than on universities. Game 
theoretic model says that actions of one person are affected by the actions of others. (2005). Stable democratic 
society can’t be established without literacy. This education not only affects the child but also his family members 
and the society. So this neighbourhood effect mandates that every child should receive basic education. Some 
governments take taxes from the community and provide education to them. (Curren, R., Curren, R.R., 2007). But 
sometimes, government spends less on secondary education and secondary education become expensive being 
private. In that situation, people prefer to admit their children in public primary institutions as they could afford 
quantity (of children) in that situation. (James, E., 1993). So sometimes poverty or the available spending income 
pushes people to use public schools. So in that case government should be spending more in establishing and 
developing public sector educational institutions.  
When we see higher education, students may prefer to have low cost of living as part of education expense which 
results in the decrease of students going abroad for higher education. The underlying reasons may be financial 
constraints or due to national culture. (Usher, A., Cervenan, A., 2005). Culture and poverty are not only the 
moderating variables but gender is also another one. Studies used enrollment, years in school and literacy rate as 
indicators but found that level of female education is low in poorest countries except some handful exceptions. 
(King, E.M., Hill, A.M., 1993).
3. Theoretical framework 
Figure 1. Theoretical framework 
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3. Methodology 
The research checked the correlation between the percentage of funds spent on education and average literacy 
rate percentage which includes both male and female percentage. Then the correlation between the percentage of 
funds spent on education and male and female literacy was checked separately. The source of data is secondary and 
sample data consists of 185 countries including developed, developing and under developed countries out of 243 
countries. The reason why the sample data contains 185 countries is that authenticated literacy rate of only these 
countries was available. The data is based on the consensus of each country which is reported by Central 
Intelligence Agency Fact book. The year of most recent consensus differ in case of different countries. So we have 
made an assumption that the present percentage is same as reported by last consensus without any growth which is 
one of the rules of forecasting. Its scope includes government and educational policy makers and also the general 
public. The general public could get advantage from these inferences. People could concentrate in making private 
investments in education in accordance. The level of significance is taken as 5% as there could be an error in data 
during consensus and also due to our assumption of taking present percentage same as of last recent consensus 
figure without incorporating growth. Pearson correlation analysis and t-test has been used for data analysis. 
4. Results 
Table 1. Checking Pearson correlation between percentages of government funds spent on education and average literacy rate
Percentage of govt. funds spent on 
education 
Average literacy rate  
Mean 4.568108108 83.39837838 
Observations 185 185
Pearson Correlation 0.170459415 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 184
t Stat -56.41798705 
P(T<=t) one-tail 2.1726E-118 
t Critical one-tail 1.653177088 
P(T<=t) two-tail 4.3452E-118 
t Critical two-tail 1.9729405   
Mean percentage of funds spent on education is 4.5% which is not quite satisfactory which means some extreme 
outliers are distorting a reasonable average. Percentage of funds spent, range from 0.2 to 13.6 percent. The 
correlation between the two variables percentage of government funds spent on education and average literacy rate 
which includes both male and female has been checked. Here we can see that p-value is smaller than our level of 
significance so we reject null hypothesis and infer that there is relationship present between percentage of funds 
spent on education and average literacy rate which shows that if we increase the government’s spending on 
education then we can increase the literacy rate. But here, it is also seen that the relationship is very weak. 
Table 2. Checking Pearson correlation between percentages of government funds spent on education and male literacy rate
Percentage of govt. funds spent on 
education Male literacy rate 
Mean 4.568108108 86.98864865 
Observations 185 185
Pearson Correlation 0.122043535 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
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df 184
t Stat -73.51226287 
P(T<=t) one-tail 1.2313E-138 
t Critical one-tail 1.653177088 
P(T<=t) two-tail 2.4627E-138 
t Critical two-tail 1.9729405   
Table 3. Checking Pearson correlation between percentages of government funds spent on education and female literacy rate
Percentage of govt. funds spent on 
education Female literacy rate  
Mean 4.568108108 84.86 
Observations 185 185
Pearson Correlation 0.060756539 
Hypothesized Mean Difference 0
df 184
t Stat -16.13191169 
P(T<=t) one-tail 2.31708E-37 
t Critical one-tail 1.653177088 
P(T<=t) two-tail 4.63416E-37 
t Critical two-tail 1.9729405   
Average literacy rate is 83.40% but when we see its breakdown structure, the male literacy rate is higher than 
female literacy rate. When we have checked the Pearson correlation in case of percentage of government funds with 
male and female literacy rate respectively, we found that p-value in both cases is less than level of significance so 
the relationship exists and is positive. 
5. Conclusion and recommendations 
5.1. Discussion 
 The reason behind such results is that the data includes developed countries where primary education is 
accomplished by private institutions and government is channelling its efforts towards higher education and 
research. In this data, under developed countries are also present where government efforts in education sector do 
increase the literacy rate. In under developed countries, due to poor economy and less income, people majorly rely 
on government as public sector institutions charge less fees. Due to affordability issue they majorly rely on public 
sector institutions so from this result we cannot just make a concrete result that literacy rate increases with 
governmental monetary efforts but the effect is very less so government can reallocate funds from education to other 
ministries or departments as the cause-effect relationship is very weak. Literature review also shows that 
governmental  efforts  in  education  have  played  a  major  role  in  increasing  literacy  rate  of  the  country.  The  story  
doesn’t end up to this. If the general public is literate they could learn more, improve their personality and thinking 
as well and can play an active role in   development of country. When we see male literacy rate correlation with 
government spending on education as compared to female literacy correlation with government spending on 
education, we see that the former’s correlation is stronger as compared to the latter and the reason is gender gap. 
This gender gap has been eliminated in developed countries but we still see it in under developed countries. Females 
are still in back seat in under developed countries in all walks of life. Critics say that the situation has changed but 
this changed situation represents a very small percentage of population which does not represent true picture of 
whole population. The correlation between literacy rate and government spending on education is also moderated by 
culture, poverty and gender. In some countries like in Pakistan, the rural areas’ heads do not allow their subordinates 
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to have access to education because heads think that if their subordinates will become educated then they will no 
longer be doing their work rather subordinates will work for their own betterment. So in rural areas of Pakistan there 
is no culture of education. The culture of lack of education is also seeded by lack of awareness and affordability of 
people. This culture decreased the effectiveness of governmental efforts in the field of education. Culture also 
moderated the correlation in countries like Somalia, Nigeria etc where hunger is the main issue and there is no 
culture of giving education as top priority. Poverty is another moderator which enhances the correlation between 
two variables. We see that in poor countries when government makes an effort to increase the literacy of the 
country, it becomes more fruitful. In poor countries, people’s income is less. They couldn’t afford education so 
public institutions allow them to have education in affordable range. In developed countries, people do not prefer 
public primary institutions because they could get more facilities and quality education in private institutions. Those 
private institutions fees also come in their affordable range. Gender is also a moderating variable which decreases 
the correlation in countries where gender gap is more and hence decreases relationship between government 
spending in education and literacy rate. In poor countries where education is a problem, females are not given equal 
opportunity to the education as compared to male.  
After all these inferences, it is deduced that Pakistan is an under developed country. Here government’s spending 
increase in education will also increase the literacy rate in the presence of culture, poverty and gender as moderators. 
So in such situation when government of Pakistan tried to reallocate funds towards higher education in the presence 
of 49.9% literacy rate (the act was similar with what developed countries do where literacy rate is almost 100%) and 
later on tried to curtail those funds, was a great question mark and that was forcing people to think that whether 
education is luxury or necessity because education (even primary and secondary education) had become out of 
pocket of common man. So government should focus to the education otherwise it will become a luxury good being 
out of purchasing power of common man. Their spending on education will also help to increase the literacy rate. 
5.2. Recommendations 
The addressed area does not have a lot of researches. This research will help policy makers in making effective 
policy which can contribute towards the development of economy. Education is the field which is neglected in poor 
countries and addressed in developed countries which has created the difference in their progress and growth. The 
purpose of this research paper is also to seek the attention of researchers towards this important area which has been 
neglected for few years. This research will help to give another milestone for further research. 
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